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Why study human heredity?

 Hereditary diseases, paternity testing, forensic 
testing.

Human heredity is analyzed using pedigree

 determine the mode of inheritance: Mendelian or 
non-Mendelian, X-linked, autosomal dominant or 
recessive.

 determine the probability of an affected offspring.



Estimation of Risk in Mendelian Disorders



Pedigree drawing and terminology

I, II, III, etc = Generations are numberered from the top of the pedigree 

III1 , III2, III3, etc = Individuals in each generation 



Modes of inheritance

 Most human genes are inherited in a Mendelian

manner.

 There are 2 types of chromosome:

1. Autosome

2. Sex chromosome

Remember: Mendelian principles in law of 

segregation and independent assortment



Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man



OMIM: statistics

NOTE:

12 September 
2012, number 
of entries are: 
21,395

Automosal
disease 
increases 
from 12940 to 
13,291

X linked 
increases 
from 635 to 
647



Single Gene Disorders



Mendelian/single gene inheritance

 Classical patterns:

 Autosomal: dominant, recessive

 X-linked: dominant, recessive

 Non-classical patterns



Autosomal dominant

 One mutant allele enough to be 
expressed

 Homozygote  lethal

 Found in every generation
(usually)

 Equally in ♂ and ♀

 Affected father or mother 
(heterozygote)  to ½ offspring 

 Father  son transmission 

 Protein structure mutation disease 
(usually)

 Huntington disease (HD); Retinitis 
pigmentosa; achondroplasia; 
Marfan syndrome; PKD type 1



TASK 1: assign a genotype for each individual in the pedigree by 

writing it on the blank line below the circle or square and make notice!



Autosomal recessive

 Two mutant alleles to be expressed

 All affected are homozygotes.

 The trait can skip generations

 Found in sibling, but not others 
(exept in consanguinity/inbreeding) 

 Both parent are carrier offspring

 ¼ affected; ½ carrier; ¼ normal

 Equally in ♂ and ♀ and transmit to 
offspring equally

 Metabolic disorder (usually)

 Sickle cell anemia, PKU, cystic 
fibrosis, PKD type 2, Albinism, etc



Autosomal recessive
a) An autosomal recessive pedigree; b) an autosomal pedigree with inbreeding:



TASK 2: assign a genotype for each individual in the pedigree by 

writing it on the blank line below the circle or square and make notice!



X-linked inheritance

X-linked dominant

 Incidence:>♀ than ♂

 No male to male transm.

 Expressed in all daughters 

with affected father

 Unaffected mother 

unaffected sons

 = autosomal dominant in ♀

 Hypertrichosis (werewolf 

syndrome)



TASK 3: assign a genotype for each individual in the pedigree by 

writing it on the blank line below the circle or square and make notice!



X-linked inheritance

X-linked recessive

 Incidence:>♂ than ♀

 No male to male transm.

 Unexpressed in ♀ filial, 
except if father affected with 
carrier mother 

 Affected father  affected 
sons: rarely, except with 
carrier mother.

 =autosomal recessive in ♀

 Hemophilia, muscular 
dystrophy



TASK 4: assign a genotype for each individual in the pedigree by 

writing it on the blank line below the circle or square and make notice!



Discussion 

 Mrs A has a brother with a severe haemophilia A. He died due to a cerebral 
bleeding at the age of 8 years. She has also 3 healthy brothers. There is no 
other affected family member.

 Inheritance: …………..

 The chance for Mrs A to be a carrier for haemophilia A: ..............................

 The possibility of the son to affected hemophilia if his mother is carrier is ………

I:1 I:2

II:1 II:2 II:3 II:4 II:6II:5

?

III:1

   Mrs.A



Discussion 

 Mrs A has a brother with a severe haemophilia A. He died due to a cerebral 
bleeding at the age of 8 years. She has also 3 healthy brothers. There is no 
other affected family member.

 X-linked recessive; Skipping generation and not all male affected

 The chance for Mrs A to be a carrier for haemophilia A: 50%

 The possibility of the son to affected hemophilia if his mother is carrier is 50%

I:1 I:2

II:1 II:2 II:3 II:4 II:6II:5

?

III:1

   Mrs.A



New mutation (de novo mutation)

Variable expressivity

Anticipation

Mosaicism

Uniparental disomy

Genomic imprinting

Mitochondrial inheritance

Non classical pattern



New mutation/de novo

 Conscious with: 

 Non penetrance

 Non paternity



Variable expressivity

 When the manifestation of a phenotype differs in people who have the 

same genotype

 As with reduced penetrance, variable expressivity is probably caused 

by a combination of genetic, environmental, and lifestyle factors, most 

of which have not been identified. If a genetic condition has highly 

variable signs and symptoms, it may be challenging to diagnose.



Anticipation 

 Unstable/dynamic mutation, increase in the copy 

number of triplet repeat sequences

Disease Pattern of 

inheritance

Repeat 

sequence

Repeat 

number

Mutation

number

HD AD CAG 9-35 37-100

Myotonic dysthropy AD CTG 5-35 50-4000

Fragile-X X-linked CGG 10-50 200-2000



Mosaicism

 Occur during mitosis after conception

 Earlier  more severe



Cont’d…

 If parent(s) has:

 Somatic mosaicism not inherited

Gonadal/germline mosaicism could be inherited



Uniparental disomy

 Uniparental disomy UPD: if both 

homologs chromosome are derived 

from only one parent

UPD in chromosome 15:

 PWS (Prader-Willi syndrome), 

both copy from maternal: 

hypotonia, obesity, 

hypogonadism

 Angelmann syndrome, both copy 

from paternal: epilepsy, tremor, 

smiling face

Parental 

non-

disjunction 



Genomic imprinting

 Depending on the gene, either the copy 

from mom or the copy from dad is 

epigenetically silenced (imprinted). 

Silencing usually happens through the 

addition of methyl groups during 

gametogenesis (methylation process). 

Imprinted genes are unique in that they 

have different function depending on 

whether they came from the mother 

(maternal copy) or father (paternal 

copy), so that normal development 

requires one of each

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Imprinted_genes
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Imprinted_genes


Mitochondrial inheritance



Task 5:

 Give 5 examples of diseases of each mode of 

inheritance

 Autosomal dominant

 Autosomal recessive 

 X-linked dominant

 X-linked recessive

 Give 5 examples of diseases which inherited by 

mitochondrial inheritance

(Please mention your references)



Developmental genetics

 Paternal and maternal 
chromosome may be has 
different function, 
though they genetically 
equivalent and normal 
development requires 
one of each

 Conception can through 
proliferating 
disorganization.

 Hydatidiform mole

 PWS/AS 

Partial Complete

Number of 

chromosome

69 46

Parental 

origin of 

chromosome

23 maternal

46 paternal

All 46 

paternal

Fetus present Yes, but not 

viable

No 

Malignant 

risk

Very low High 



Genomic imprinting

Examples:

 Uniparental disomy UPD: both homologs
chromosome are derived from only one parent

 Some chromosomes are resulting normal but others 
resulting abnormal offspring 

UPD in chromosome 15:

 PWS, both copy from maternal and Angelmann
syndrome, both copy from paternal

*) in case, PWS/AS could be caused by UPD, metylation, 
and deletion in the required gene.



Thank You


